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Is bigger better for primary care groups and trusts?

Chris Bojke, Hugh Gravelle, David Wilkin

The organisation of primary care services and their role as gatekeepers to more expensive specialist services have become key issues for policymakers, managers, and health professionals in many healthcare systems. The importance of primary care in delivering accessible, high quality services while constraining escalating costs is widely recognised.

In England the Labour government elected in 1997 made the formation of primary care groups and trusts the organisational centrepiece of its reforms to the NHS. Primary care groups, established throughout England in 1999, are expected to play a leading role in improving health, reducing inequalities, managing a unified budget for the health care of their registered populations, modernising services, improving quality, and integrating services through closer partnerships. Initially operating as subcommittees of health authorities, they bring together general practitioners, nurses, other health professionals, managers, and representatives of other service providers to manage local services. As they show their ability to manage their budgets and services, they take increased responsibility by becoming freestanding primary care trusts. In April 1999, 481 primary care groups were established in England; 17 of these became primary care trusts in April 2000, and many more are currently in the process of moving to trust status.

The NHS white paper The New NHS suggested that primary care groups would typically serve populations of about 100 000, reflecting a policy of devolving responsibility and decision making to local communities. Although this recommended size did not seem to be based on a systematic review of evidence about optimal size, it probably reflected a mixture of experience (such as in relation to various models of commissioning) and consultation with managers and health professions involved in primary care. When primary care groups were established in 1999, they did indeed conform broadly with the policy, having average populations of about 100 000—though with a range from South West Shropshire’s 43 618 patients, 29 general practitioners, and 8 practices to Brighton and Howe’s 277 160 patients, 140 general practitioners and 53 practices. It has rapidly become apparent, however, that many health authorities and primary care groups consider a population of 100 000 to be too small, particularly for transition to trust status. Two thirds of trusts were considering mergers within their first six months, seemingly reflecting a widely held view that the optimum size was probably closer to 200 000 than 100 000. The national tracker survey of primary care groups and trusts reported that the average population size would increase to 183 000 if all the planned mergers go ahead. Primary care groups seem to have been caught up in the same “merger mania” that has been a feature of other parts of the healthcare systems of both Britain and the United States.

We have recently completed a comprehensive review of the theoretical issues and empirical evidence which should inform decisions concerning the optimal size of primary care groups and trusts. We summarise the main conclusions below and discuss their implications for the advantages and disadvantages of mergers. While our conclusions are directed particularly at the issues faced by primary care organisations in England, they are relevant to all policymakers, managers, and health professionals facing decisions about the optimal size of healthcare organisations.

Methods

The main sources of empirical evidence relevant to optimal size of primary care organisations are the US literature on managed care organisations and the UK literature on managed care organisations and the UK.
they operate. Although the UK research has a more relevant institutional context, total purchasing pilot sites were limited to commissioning hospital and community health services, did not have unified budgets, and were not responsible for clinical governance. They did, however, have some ability to move resources between different areas of spending. With populations of about 30,000, they were also much smaller than primary care groups and trusts. Nevertheless, the evidence allows some conclusions to be drawn that are relevant to primary care groups and trusts (box 2). A description of the principal published studies is available on the BMJ's website (tables C and D) and in our full report.9

Putting size in context

Consideration of the optimal size for primary care organisations needs to be set in a wider conceptual framework encompassing the roles they play in the NHS, other organisational features, the environment in which they work, and the various aspects of performance that are relevant (figure). Optimal size will depend on the aims, functions, and tasks of the organisation and may differ for different functions (health improvement, commissioning hospital and community services, providing primary care services, and influencing service quality).

Nor is size the only relevant feature. Performance will also be affected by the way that an organisation is governed, its management arrangements, its budgetary mechanisms, its implicit and explicit incentive schemes for teams and individuals, the ways it works with other organisations, the sociodemographic structure of the population it serves, and the characteristics of the area in which it operates. Organisational size is but one factor affecting the performance of an organisation.

This is illustrated by the risk pooling argument for large population size. Simulation studies using NHS data provide strong support for economies of scale in managing risks by pooling the probability of substantial overspend or underspend per capita falls as the population covered increases.10 However, pooling is by no means the only method of managing risk. Primary care groups and trusts can be allowed to carry forward budget surpluses when demand is unexpectedly small and draw down the banked surplus when demand generates a deficit in a period. They can be permitted to insure—paying a premium from their budget each period and in return having the insurer cover their budget deficits in years when demand is high. The insurer could be the health authority, a group of primary care groups or trusts, or even private insurance companies. The fact that there are economies of scale in pooling risks does not imply that large size is the best method of managing expenditure risk.

Box 1: Sources of evidence on optimal size of primary care groups and trusts

Search strategy

- Systematic search of bibliographic databases (see tables A and B on BMJ’s website for more details)
- Hand search of published and grey literature
- Direct approach to researchers working in the subject

Theoretical literature

- Economic theory of firms, industrial organisations, and organisational change

Empirical literature on size and performance

- US data—15 studies of managed care, primarily quantitative (multiple regression analysis, data envelopment analysis)
- UK data—15 studies, predominantly of total purchasing pilots, primarily qualitative; 3 quantitative simulations

Results of observational studies

The US and UK observational studies each have advantages and disadvantages. The US data permit more sophisticated statistical analysis, but there are considerable differences between US managed care organisations and English primary care groups and trusts in terms of their objectives, the extent of competition between them, the extent to which care is free at the point of use, and the healthcare labour markets in which they operate.

Box 2: Empirical evidence on scale and performance of primary care organisations

- Evidence from US managed care organisations suggests that the per capita cost of providing care is minimised at population levels that are no larger, and possibly smaller, than the average size of primary care groups and trusts
- Evidence from UK total purchasing pilots suggests that managerial economies of scale are exhausted at population levels smaller than the current average size of primary care groups and trusts
- Evidence on the effect of size on bargaining power with providers is ambiguous: larger primary care groups and trusts may not be permitted to move their business to another provider
- Optimal population size for commissioning varies widely depending on the services being commissioned
- There is some evidence of economies of scale in pooling risks, but the marginal gains from pooling diminish rapidly with increasing population size: primary care groups and trusts of average size do not face substantial risks of bankruptcy
- There is no evidence that clinical governance activity benefits from economies of scale: larger organisations encounter increased problems in sustaining professional commitment and involvement in quality improvement activity

Conceptual framework for considering optimal size of primary care organisations
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Box 3: Effects of population size and organisational features on primary care organisations’ performance

- Direct provision of services may improve control, but commissioning services provides increased flexibility and can achieve high levels of integration
- Larger primary care groups and trusts are likely to become more centralised and hierarchical with less professional engagement
- Partnerships and alliances around particular functions may have advantages over a single size for all functions
- Mergers often fail to deliver the anticipated benefits
- Positive outcomes of mergers require substantial investment in the management of change and may damage staff morale

A second illustration is commissioning. Given the differential incidence of different conditions in the population, the required total population to effectively commission for a service varies considerably, from about 50 000 or less for community nursing to over 1 000 000 for organ transplants. If the commissioning unit is the primary care organisation, such disparities imply difficult trade-offs in choosing the optimal size. But the commissioning unit can be smaller than a primary care group or trust if budgets are delegated to locality groups of practices within the group or trust. Or it can be larger than the primary care organisation if several such groups or trusts form a commissioning cooperative to purchase care for treatment of rarer conditions. The fact that large size may be best for some functions does not in itself imply that individual primary care organisations need to be responsible for large populations.

Size and other organisational features

The impact of population size on a primary care organisation’s performance will depend on many other features of the organisation (box 3), including the extent to which services are directly provided or are commissioned from outside the organisation. The case for direct provision is often supported by the argument that it will ensure that the service provided better meets the organisation’s specifications and quality criteria, because direct control of resources and employees gives greater control over work processes and outcomes. It is also often assumed that bringing services under a single organisational structure will enable service providers to work more closely together and to provide a better coordinated service to patients. However, evidence from US healthcare providers suggests that direct provision is not necessary to achieve these aims.

Process costs and mergers

It is necessary to consider the process of increasing the size of primary care organisations through mergers. Evidence from the United States and the NHS suggests that many mergers yield disappointing results and that any positive effects take a long time to appear. The anticipated benefits of mergers are largely in achieving economies of scale, particularly in terms of reduced management costs. The short to medium-term costs lie in the additional management resource required to support the process, the damaging effect on staff morale, and the disruption to organisations caused by mergers. Mergers require careful preparation if anticipated benefits are to be realised and staff morale maintained.

Discussion

Size is but one characteristic of primary care organisations, and optimal size will vary for different functions, with different organisational and governance structures, and in different environments. Despite the importance of the issue of organisational size, the evidence available from published research is limited both in quantity and relevance for primary care groups and trusts. However, four general conclusions that are relevant can be drawn from our review of the empirical and theoretical literature:

- There is no evidence that increases in the population size of primary care groups or trusts beyond 100 000 will generate important cost savings or improvements in overall performance
- Optimal size will vary substantially for different functions of primary care organisations
- Organisational structures and organisational alliances can be used to achieve differing levels of aggregation for different functions
- The important question is the optimal organisation of primary care groups and trusts, not just their size.

The issues facing primary care groups, health authorities, and the NHS Executive concerning mergers are immediate and pressing, and many primary care groups are already well advanced in preparations for the completion of mergers in April 2001. Many more potential mergers are still at the discussion stage and have not yet been finalised. The research evidence should cause managers and health professionals to consider whether mergers will deliver the anticipated benefits and at what costs.

All primary care organisations, regardless of population size, should look at ways of creating organisational structures and alliances for particular functions to deliver the benefits of larger size where these exist and of smaller size where this is beneficial. For those that remain relatively small (below 100 000), this may mean working in alliance with neighbouring groups or trusts for certain aspects of commissioning and strategic planning, particularly in developing partnership working with local authorities when strategic planning is likely to benefit from conterminous boundaries and populations. Even in their first year, most primary care groups were collaborating closely with their immediate neighbours in commissioning services, so much of the groundwork has already been done to establish collaborative commissioning based on larger populations. For larger primary care groups and trusts, obtaining the optimal mix of size and organisational features may mean creating devolved budgets and responsibilities for those functions that benefit from smaller organisational units. They will need to look to the formation of locality groups in areas such as primary care development and quality improvement through clinical governance.
Many primary care groups have been encouraged to merge by their health authorities,¹ and there is anecdotal evidence that some health authorities have been applying considerable pressure. While this pressure is often rationalised by the anticipated benefits of a larger population, it also seems to reflect a lack of financial and managerial capacity at the level of health authorities and primary care groups and trusts. Health authorities have found themselves stretched in providing support and managing primary care groups. Smaller primary care groups have been constrained by the allocation of a management budget on a per capita basis (about £3 per head of population) and have seen mergers as the only way of increasing their managerial capacity. Both health authorities and primary care groups and trusts have found themselves on the same limited pool of managers to staff a larger number of organisations.

These factors have fuelled the trend towards mergers, but they have little to do with the fundamental issue of whether mergers will deliver improved services at lower cost. Mergers in health care and other sectors of the economy are often a short term answer to a lack of resources to support the necessary managerial infrastructure and a shortage of skilled managers. Such justifications, though understandable given the pressures placed on health authorities and primary care organisations, are short sighted. The NHS Executive should look carefully at the constraints placed on the management budgets of primary care organisations and the shortage of managerial expertise to ensure that these do not become the major factors in decisions to merge.

Successful mergers require substantial investment in managerial capacity, careful attention to staff morale, and sufficient time to realise potential benefits. Many primary care groups have devoted considerable effort to securing the enthusiastic involvement of health professionals, and many felt that their successes in this area to be among their most important achievements during their first year.² As these primary care groups merge with their neighbours, they will need to devote more time and resources to ensuring that the workforce remains motivated and that staff morale is sustained.

We are grateful for comments from Brian Ferguson, Alan Maynard, Peter Smith, and Andy Street.
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An important lesson
The correct leg

It was another busy Monday morning. It was a whole day theatre and my boss and I had been going round to see all the patients beforehand.

The last patient we saw was a woman who was due to have an operation on her Achilles tendon. She turned round and lay prone as we examined her. Then we put a big black arrow on her calf.

After that, we returned to theatre and began operating. It is our practice to recheck every patient routinely before they are anaesthetised.

After finishing the second case, we went to the anaesthetic room to check our next patient, who was the woman with the tendon problem. We noticed that she had an arrow on the front of her right leg, although she was due to have an operation on the left one. We were embarrassed and did not know what to say. But then we realised that she also had an arrow on her left calf.

For a few minutes we did not realise what had happened. Then it occurred to us that after we had put the arrow on her left calf, she had crossed her left leg over the right one and had made an impression of this arrow on the front of her right leg. Hence the arrow on both legs.

Finally, the confusion was resolved and we operated on the correct leg. We learnt an important lesson—that one should always mark the operation site in a way that is not going to lead to ambiguity.

Subhasish Deb clinical research fellow in orthopaedics, John Aldridge consultant orthopaedic surgeon, Coventry

We welcome articles of up to 600 words on topics such as A memorable patient, A paper that changed my practice, My most unfortunate mistake, or any other piece conveying instruction, pathos, or humour. If possible the article should be supplied on a disk. Permission is needed from the patient or a relative if an identifiable patient is referred to.

¹² Killonan A, Griffiths J, Posnett J, Mays N. What can we learn from the total purchasing pilots about the management costs of primary care groups? A briefing paper for health authorities. London: King’s Fund, 1998. (National evaluation of total purchasing pilot projects working paper.)